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Buying a new car is always fun at first, but it may take some time before you realize your trip is more of a lemon than a luxury. Consumer Reports surveyed owners of newly purchased cars to see which models caused the remorse of most buyers. After reaching out to more than 300,000
new car owners, Consumer Reports will end up with a list of seven cars that you can revise before driving them away from the lot. In the video above, auto editor Mike Monticello goes over each of them, in seven different categories: Small Cars: Dodge Dart. Owners cited sluggish
acceleration and weak A/C.Midsized sedans: the Chrysler 200. The owners said it's hard to get in and out and has a back seat that's too small. Small SUVs: Jeep Compass. The owners cited weak acceleration and disappointing fuel mileage. Average SUVs: Nissan Pathfinder. The owners
mentioned too many unplanned dealer trips, uncomfortable places, and low fuel mileage as common problems. Minivans: Dodge Grand Caravan. The owners referred to rough displacement, uncomfortable seats and cheap interior. Pickups: Nissan Frontier. The owners complained of too
much traffic noise and clumsy steering. Worst overall: Acura ILX. Less than half of those surveyed said they would buy a car again, mentioning the general lack of quality, pokey acceleration, copious road noise, and rough driving as issues. Remember that a good price does not mean a
good deal. Always do a lot of research before you decide to put money on the car. For better quality, you want a car that lasts. But not all cars are up to make it to the ten-year mark.... Read moreCossing Shopper: 7 Car Owners Regret (En) YouTube Email Copy Consumer Shopping Habits:
What You Need to Know Friend Downloading... Photo (c) anyaberkut - Getty Images As large corporations continue their environmentally friendly initiatives, many consumers are encouraged to in turn purchase things that are better for the environment. However, a new study conducted by
researchers from the University of Arizona found that buying green is not necessarily the best choice for consumers. Instead, they say that buying less generally has proven to be better for both the environment and the happiness of consumers. We thought it might satisfy people that they
were involved in being more environmentally conscious through green buying models, but that doesn't seem to be the case, said researcher Sabrina Helm. Reducing consumption affects increased well-being and reduced psychological stress, but we don't see that with green consumption.
Buying less leads to less stress And researchers had nearly 1,000 participants complete online surveys assessing their trading habits and how it affected them personally. Each participant answered questions about their environmentally friendly habits, life satisfaction, stress levels and
propensity to lean towards materialism. Participants who have decided to keep up with buying habits, but swapping traditional products for more environmentally friendly ones were doing some good for the environment. However, the researchers found that the number of products that these
consumers bought did nothing for their overall happiness and well-being. Helm and her colleagues learned that only those who were able to limit their purchasing habits to essential goods, and fix old products instead of buying new ones, were able to benefit the environment and become
happier. If you have a lot of things, you have a lot on your mind, Helm said. Maybe you have a lot of debt because you bought all that stuff and you have to manage all that stuff. This requires maintenance and organization. It's not like you buy it and you're done with it. There's a lot of
property burden, and if you free yourself from that burden of ownership, most people report feeling much better and freer. The study also found that an environmentally friendly market has opened up another pathway for serial consumers to get their shopping fix. For those who were focused
on material things, buying green allowed them to continue to purchase things, framing it for the better. These consumers justify their spending by explaining that it helps the environment. If you are able to buy eco-friendly products, you can still live your materialistic values, explained Helm.
You acquire new things and this fits into our core consumption pattern in our consumer culture, while reducing consumption is newer and probably more important in terms of sustainability.  Prospects.  consumer buying behaviour journal articles. consumer buying behaviour journal pdf
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